
Small-Scale Fishermen and Smallholder Livestock
Farmers produce a fair share of protein-rich food

resources that include Fish, Meat, Dairy, and Eggs;
yet they are also the most vulnerable group of

consumers in our food system who scarcely get to
eat what they catch or grow.
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Why is Food System Transformation
needed in the Fish & Livestock
industries?

Perhaps the first thing that comes to mind when discussing
development on a regional or national scale is increasing productivity.
The main metric for measuring economic robustness is GDP (Gross
Domestic Product). There is not much emphasis about happiness
indices and quality of life. It is quite odd to assume that productivity is
the main driver of improving rural as well as urban communities. This
way of linear thinking leads to dangerous outcomes that often come
back to harm us. If we don’t prioritize the needs of our marginalized
fishermen and livestock farmers, then the most vulnerable people in
our food system will continue to struggle within the vicious cycle of
poverty that they are trapped in. It’s time to stop with our obsession
with productivity and carefully consider our carrying capacity when it
comes to producing our food, especially our protein sources.
 
The current way of developing communities is to focus on
interventions that boosts output production and maintains market
supply of protein-rich foods catered mostly to urban populations, while
rural populations make do with mostly starchy diets lacking in
necessary micronutrients. There must be a more balanced and
equitable way to address this gap.
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What should change
to transform the

Food System? 
Without first considering the true carrying capacity of our
food-producing communities, we will only continue to
degrade our ecosystems. Furthermore, the over exploitation
of rural areas to capitalize on low cost based ventures often
overlooks inclusion of providing necessary prerequisites for
proper sanitation and waste disposal systems. This increases
the risks of severely polluting freshwater and marine
ecosystems, as well as areas dedicated to raising livestock.
Couple that with the carbon footprint of storing and
transporting these foods to far away locations and we have
an unsustainable cycle.
 
There is no business as usual if we want our ecosystems to
continue providing food for us. The best intervention to
transform the food system is to ensure that the ecosystems
that serve as both habitat to our animal food sources as well
as settlements for us humans, are pollution-free and
disease-free, because only then can the quality of life
improve for our fishermen and livestock farmers.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Carrying Capacity as main marker for development
 

Ecosystem First, Productivity Later 
 

Healthy Ecosystems = Healthy Human Communities

Food for Thought: 
Can food production be secure and equitable
amidst rising human impact on ecosystems?
Is there a balance between carrying capacity and
consumption which can lead to a sustainable
model?
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Focus on the basics: 
Sanitation
Access to Finance
Education

 

Government 

Strategies that
Stakeholders can employ

Prioritize household needs
Consume some of the food you catch/grow 
Active ecosystem protection

Small-Scale Fishermen and
Smallholder Livestock Farmers

Research and Extension
Institutions

Concentrate on equipping livestock
farmers and fishermen with essential
skills and knowledge for better
production management practices
Be consistent with Monitoring &
Evaluation

 

Invest in circular economy initiatives
Provide access and equitable distribution
of appropriate technologies

 

Private Sector

Every stakeholder has an equal
responsibility in transforming the Fish

and Livestock Food System.
Ecosystem management is key to Sustaining Food Production, Livelihood and Health. There is

no single stakeholder that can play a central role. A shared value system set forth through
Public-Private Initiatives that are socially inclusive is perhaps the most appropriate model to

consider. At the heart of such a model would be the well-being of the local small scale
fishermen and small-holder livestock farmers.

 
 



Apart from strategies, stakeholders
should also consider specific
catalysts for transformation. These
catalysts help complement strategies
that are in line with working within
a set carrying capacity for a target
country, region, or geographical
setting.

Biogas System
Plastic Collection
Sewage Treatment 
Safe Drinking water 

Waste Management
and Sanitation Resilience towards diseases and

environmental stress
Optimized performance for
production

 

Optimized Animal Genetics

Mini solar/wind systems for
power
Electric vehicles/boats
Solar cooling for food storage
Water pumping and treatment 

Accessible Renewable
Energy Technologies

Food System Transformation Catalysts
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Call To Action

We often think and discuss about the
undeniable carbon footprint the fish and
livestock industries make (especially livestock)
and the environmental impacts that come with
them. But now is the time for us to think
backwards, look inwards, and move forward
into a future where we not only
conscientiously consume our food but also
conscientiously produce them. We must
always think first about our own communities'
carrying capacity and from there we can make
appropriate decisions for producing our
protein sources while simultaneously
renewing our ecosystems, preserving our
environment, and most importantly making
lives better.


